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Data driven insights for everyone
On-demand insights presented in customizable, shareable reports.

Whether your launching a new product, looking for new markets 
or just want to understand who your customers are, The Sprint 
is a great start.

Get access to thousands of attributes to implicitly understand 
the different groups that make up your target, inform where 
and how to reach them and drive the communication by 
understanding what makes them tick. Enhance the Experience

Add Users - give more team members access to build more 
value

Build More Reports - have more questions, add reports to 
your package

See More Modules - need more information, add more 
report modules to broaden your insights

Get Competitive Insights - need to know what the 
competition is doing, add AdSpot 

Visualize with MapVIEW - for those that need to see the 
info, on the ground 

Build Audiences - use Numeris Survey data to build 
audiences and learn about them

intelligentVIEW The Sprint Features

1 month - two users

30 Reports

2 - hour Training/Kick Off Session

5 Insight Modules (demographics and 
segmentation)

Upload of your branding for 
customizing Reports

Gain insights and build briefs to inform
immediate business requirements

THE SPRINT by intelligentVIEW

The Sprint provides fast insights, 
gives detailed understanding of 
markets and provides direction 
to address immediate challenges



Executive Briefing – you are developing a business 
case and need insights into the market to round out the 
case and provide evidence of opportunity. intelligentVIEW 
information and illustrations can be quickly incorporated 
into documents as supportive insights into a business case.

Agency Briefing – analytics has provided the top two 
deciles of a cross sell model and brand and product would 
like to understand the recommended prospects beyond 
the company centric view of these people. Inform creative, 
content, offer and channel as part of a marketing brief.

Targeting – Who should I target with my programs? 
Should I segment my offer? What channels best reach my 
audience? What customers are my best target for cross 
sell? intelligentVIEW can provide a comprehensive overview 
to drive targeting decisions. 

Competitive Analysis – you want to compare your 
customers to different sets of competitors to understand the 
differences to drive strategic and tactical planning initiatives 
and take advantage of your competitive differences in the 
marketplace. 

Market Sizing – you are looking for women, age 35 
to 49, who own luxury brand vehicles and over index 
for spending on clothing. intelligentVIEW can find that 
market, provide a comprehensive view of them and their 
preferences and show you where to find them.

Partnering – you are reviewing a co-branding opportunity 
and want to understand the similarities and differences 
between the two customer sets to ensure there is 
opportunity.

Socializing Models – Help analytics bring models and 
campaign analytics to life. See markets, prospects and 
customers with a 360 degree view of habits, likes, dislikes 
and brand preferences, all the things that marketers need 
to communicate effectively and drive decisions.

Easily understood and shared, intelligentVIEW insights 
reports inform decision-making at the speed of business.


